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HUMAN ROUND TRIP TO MARS: SIX MONTHS AND P_AOIATION-SAFE

Otto W. Lazareth, Eldon Schmidt, Hans Ludewig, and James R. Powell
Reactor Systems Division

BrooKhaven National Lai_oratory
Building 701

Ul_ton,NY 11973
(516) 282-3448, Z8Z-5078, 282-Z624, 282-2¢40

Abstract

We describe a different type of rounQ trip to Mars, using a cemoinat_on of
, spacecraft. Compared to typical proposals, this Flight is relatively fast and

relatively safe from biological radiation dosage. Our study is concerned ,_ith
the trip from Earth orl_itto Mars orbit. Four spacecraft are required for <ne
round trip. The crew spends most of their time on board a comparatively large,
well shielded spacecraft(LC)which is in free (non-powered)orbit odour the sun.
The crew travels From Earth orOit to the LC while on board a comparatively_mall.
3owered spacecrz,_t (_C). ,,_t Mars, the procedure is reversed and the ,-.-ewrecurn_
on a :econd LC. Zn &ddizion, a cared craft, with no crew, is _en[ to _,lart ,or:or
. _ c . " The trir; _ime _'; _oouc -i;< :,_onr.h_ ,zn_] "_.o ...he crew leaving ._r,.n orbi, .......
czdiacion ,Sose equiva}ent is wi[hin guic_elines recommenc_ed by "no 'ian'pna"
Commission on Radiation Protection and Measurements.

[HTROOUCTION

The Radiation Environment

Outside the Earth's at.mosphere,the r_diation environment is qui[e severe.
There are five sources of _his radiatiGn.

L. Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) are highly energetic particles which or;gin,_e
From outside the Solar System. They consist of 98_S proton._ cno hearse; _
ions and 21Selectrons and positrons, l'heir energies range from aDou[ LO@
MeV to i0 GeV per nucleon. The radiation dose-ecluivalen_: (DE) From zhese
particles is about .45 Sv/y (45 rem/y) _o a human being wi[ll Z g,,co- of ,41
shielding (NCRPReport No. 98, [989).

2. Solar Event Particles (SEP) are energetic particles which originate from
Solar Particle Events (SPE) of our Sun. They also are atomic nuclei, out
their kinetic energies range from about one to i00 MeV per nucleon. The
OE from these particles varies drastically according to the s_reng[h of
the SPE. The frequency of occurrence of anomolously large SPEs r_naes
from several per year to one per decade.

3. Continuous solar cosmic rays (SCRs) are the relatively low energy
particles qiven off by our Sun at a con_t:an_ rate Their ener_i_ _'a'_ee. l_.w

up t.o abou_ two MeV per nucleon.
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'4. Trapped r_diation consists primarily of _rotons (_nd elect'tons confine_ to
the "Van Allen Belts." They contribute a significan_ GE to ._s_ronau_s
only when a spacecraft passes through them.

5. If a nuclear engine is used, the radiation from the engine will be another
source of D,E. However, because of the distance from the crew to the
engine (about, 100 meters), and the large amount of structur=_ and liquid
hydrogen (LH) propellent between them, the raGlan:ion effec_.s <,of _he
nuclear engine are expected to be small.

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) has _e_
up a guideline of .50 5v (50 rem) for humans in outer space (NCRP Report No. 78.
1989).

Other Effects

There are two other effects which have quite serious implications for space
travel. One is the psychological effect of loneliness during an _x_er, ded
(months) journey through sl3ace with very limited human interaction. The second
effect is the physiological one of weightlessness for an extended period of time.

These factors, together with the danger inherer, tip *.he new technology of "_o_c_
<r_vel, cause a voyage to Mars to be a dangerous en_e_'#r4se. However. :,he
:_verse consequences of these effect.', will be reduced by ,_ _nor;en_ng <]f .-.no -:-it
"imo. Th_" reduction is _he main ourgose of _his _,T._c1'/.

DESCRIPTION OF TNE SYSTEM

Simplified Oescription

We propose an interplanetary transoortation system which will provicie a round
trip for humans travelling from Earth to Mars and bacK. Compared r_a _;,'.o_c_]
proposals, the journey will _e relatively fast and relat:ive]y safe From rapid,ion
,]osage.

The be.sic concep_ consists of four space vehicles and their tr_]e,=<or4es.
Firs[, a heavily shielded, l_rge spacecraft (LC#I), which usually is _nmanne_,
l: _ut in1:o a free (non-powered) heliocentric orbit which closely #as:e_ _r[,q
_n_ Mars, in thaC order. Second, but during r.he same 5irne frame, ._ :econ,] ]_'qe
.-._acecr&ft (LC#2), which will be used for the return trip, is put in[o an orblt
which closely passes Mars and Earth in turn. Third, but also during the same
time period, an unmanned cargo vessel, containing LH and other supplies, arrive_;
at Mars before any humans depart from Earth. Fourth, a compar,_ively small
spacecraft (SC) carrying the crew is launched From Earth orbit, travels to ,_-
rendez.vous point with LC#[ and couples to it. The SC carries the minimal amount.
of _uo._lies and only enough Fuel to rendezvous with LC#I. ThereFore, i_ is lign[
and quickly can reach high speeds. The crew transfers to the relative comfort and
':afety of the LC. When they reach Mars, the SC decouples From LC#1 ancl orbits
Mar's, while LC#I continues in its orbit. The crew spends 30 days on Mars, _uring
which time the SC is re-supl31ied with materials From the cargo shlo which was
previously sent to Mars. The crew [hen leaves Mars in r.he %C an_ oroceed_ "o ._
r_n_ez';ous point with LC#2 and coupies to iC. The crew [r-_nsfer<; ;o it :_n_
r.r,_vels back to the vici,_ity of the Earth. Then the crew [ransfer'_ Oack Lo [ne
%C and returns to the Earth orbit.
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A More Det_i,led Oescription

r .

Many options on this scenario are possible. However, to express it simuly,
we'll discuss one possible voyage, using a specific set of options. Then, we'll
note some of the options.

Large Spacecraft #I (LCl)

LC#I, without a crew, is put into a heliocentric orbit which will past close
to the Earth, and secondly, also will pass close to Mars (see Figure I.). The LC
is powered by three Particle Bed Reactors (PBRs) (two nuclear electric r:_actor_
and one nuclear thermal reactor). It carries extra LH and most materials
required by the crew. Zt is szocked by robots and its enginesare automatic Duz
can be overridden either by instructionsfrom the crew (when they are on board)
or by radio signals from mission control, lt will be put into orbit over a
period of months, or years, during which time, no humans will be on board.
Prouulsion will be supplied by very efficient but low thrust nuclear electric
rocket engines.

The LC is heavily shielded and therefore does not have storm sne!Zers. (A
storm 'shelter is a small, heavily shielded volume in which the crew weu, J be
]L]CIate(_ in :he event of an q.PE.) The external shielding consists _]f :he ',._al_ .,lr
:he Jessei, :he surrounding s_.ore of supplies and ,t_e Filled LH tank:. H',',:r:_cen
is the mosZ effective shielding per unit mass.) After the LC reaches Mar:, :he
LH will be pumped to the SC, where it will be used as propellan£.

Small Spacecraft (SC)

An SC, carrying the crew, is powered by two PBRs. This craft is envisioned _s
scaled-down version of the Grumman Aerospace Corporation (GAC) S_lit,'S_rin_.

Mars Vehicle Design (Venetoklist991). That design is particularll/good and has
many laudable Features.

I

Since the SC requires supplies and LH For a trip of about one day, t i:
relatively light, and t.herefore, relatively fast.

The SC is not as heavily shielded as the LC and therefore has a storm _heiter
The crew will travel in Lhe SC For about one day to intersect wir.h tl_e LC':.]
orbit. The SC will couple to the LC and the crew will transfer to it and remain
in it until the vicinity of Mars is reached. During the trip, the SC will _
resupplied with cargo and LH From the LC. While at Mars, the SC will again be
resupplied with cargo and LH, this time from the cargo vessel which previously
was sent to Mars.

AFter spending ]0 days on Mars, the crew, on board the St, leaves the planet
and meets up with LC#2. As before, the crew transfers to the LC, then returns
to the vicinity of _he Earth while resupplying the SC. Then, they again boarq
[he SC and return to Earth orbit. This is shown, conceptually, in Figure 1!.
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Radiation

Of the five sources of radiation dose,we can neglect the effec: of both the
trapped radiation and the nuclear engine. The continuous SCR will oe s_ooped Oy
less than i mm of AI and, therefore, also need not be considered. This leaves
the GCR and SPE radiation.

The NCRP has established a guideline of a dose-equivalent (DE) 0.50 Sv/y
(50 rem/y) for as:ronauts. Therefore, For one year"

Total Allowable DE = DE (GCR) . DE (SPE), where DE (GCR) and OE (SPE) are the
raciia_ionDEs from the GCRs and the SPEs, respectively, in units of Sv.

The GCR DE is constant (in time) For a particular thickness of snieIcling.The
SPE DE varies not only with the amount of shielding but varies ciramatica]lywith
the intensity and duration of the event. As a standard, we'll use the
anomalously large SPE of August 1972, which was the largest SPE recorded up to
lg8g. Using the data calculated by Letaw (ig8g), our reference shielding is
2g g/cre'.This correspond to 8.g cm of AI plus 5.0 g/crez self-shieldingFor the
blood formina organs. For this amount of shielding, we have"

.50 (:oral) = .30 (GCR) - .SO N (SPE),where N is the numoer of _pc;, each ,of
,,_nicnconEribur.ezs much DE _s the August Lg72 event. This _.cu_:'on_ ":_e1

oiuc;_;n- :.I= L. That _s, wi*.n :g g/cre" :_f snielding, L,qe zs-"'Dn_.u'z :z:q
Eolera_e, inaefini_ely, the yearly equ]vaienC of _he Augus_ _972 _,_E. The LA
required for one leg of the journey will provide about that much _nie]ding.

Cycler

While _he main objective of manned flights is to protect the oas_e,_gers from
r_dia_ion exI_osure with quick trips, that of unmanned cargo flight_ is economy.
Low Dower, prooellant exDenditure, and ]ighter vehicles with rectuc=_dradiation
_nieiding are imnortantconsiderations. The oDeration woulcibe very similar _.o
"ha_ of ;-_freign_ train Following a regular schedule. Cargo un;r.s t,_.,L.RS)wou]:]
oe ,]roooed off into ano picked up grom local satellite orgits ]ur'nc "!L,ovs II]f

_zrttl _nLq_lars. This is essentially ,'.he operation of a cycler (Frie,_izn_er. L_.L£_
ancl Alorin, 1989).

Cycling transferorbits have been proposed since the Ig6Os. The one we prooose
would Follow the synodic period of Earth to Mars opposition. The vehicle would
thus be in position to transfer cargo at each 'windowopportunity. On Earth flyby
the vehicle would AV into the next cycler orbit. We illustratethe actual orOi_s
in Figure 3 using a.nidealized solar system for simplicity. We assumed the
orbits for Mars and Earth _o be circular and coplanar. The or_iLai parameters
of an ellipse are"

L. Semi-major axis, a, in astronomicalunits (AU),
2. Eccentricity, _, and
]. Period, Y, in ye._rs. Their values are given in Table t.
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TABLE I. Orbital Parameters

i li i, .i , , Jl ,,., ,,. .i ..'L ,, I I , I , , ,lt , ,,, ,,., , I

Orbit Semi-Major Axis Eccentricity Period
a(AU) _ Y (years)

Earth 1.00 0.0 1.000

Mars 1.52 0.0 1.374

Vehicle 1,50 0.393 Z.025

The synotic period for outbound windows is 2.144 y. Note that the vehicle
overlaps its orbit by 0.£19 y to hit the window with Earth. At _ha_ point it
&Vs into the next cycler orbit. The turn is 14 5" wnicl_ rotates the ven_cuiar
orbital periapsis by 51.9". In Figure 3 the elapsed times for the First three
en-.ounters with Earth and the first two encounters with Mars are given in years.
The first Earth encounter is time 0.0, The trip time from Earth to Mars would
be 0.399 y (146 d) and from Mars to Earth, 1.63 y (63.7d),

The Earth flyby is used to rotate the orbit. The geocentric closing velocitl/
(V=} is _ 5 km/s. The maximum turn angle is about 75° with 84.3_ neec_eafor r._e
_roper periapsls rotation. In the heliocentric syszem this corres_onas ".o__V_
]f _bout 7.6 km/s out of 8.9 km/s needed. The addizienal ;..3-'<m,z _V woL'!_]
recluire Dower. The exact ,value would _epend on now c:.ose _o .arch _ne ';en:zle
passes. At Mars the vehicle woulcl not execute a flyby ancl szay weil _way fro_
the Martian surface. The V= here is 9.8 km/s.

The total &V per trip is 1.3+ km/s at Earth flyby for the vehicle plus 6.5 :<m,_
and 9.8 km/s at Earth and Mars respectively for local transfers with sateii_.e
orbits. This certainly qualifies For the low power and prope!lan_ exDencii_re
desired. The low local relative velocities are due parCialiy to low ano]e
approaches to the planetary orbits. In the actual solar s/stem allowing for ".._,e
eccentricities and inclinations of the true planetary orDi_s along ,,vitn ,lr.net
perturbations, the Vehicle orbits would require additional ac_jusz_en:_ :,3
prooerly hit the windows. However, such a system _ili oualifies for io_,_
power/propellant transfer orbits for cargo shipments.

Though designed for cargo, a heavily shielded passenger "car" coulc_ De acce_
For emergency passenger return if other vehicles Failed. This would be a _rip
of 637 days unless a second cycling vehicle for the returning Mars to Ear%h
window is used with the 146-day trip time.

0rbi ts

A computer program, ELLIPSE, was written to calculate parameters for, and
informationabout, particular ellipticalorbits, As inputdata For a particular
orbit,the program requires the orbital period and the periheliondistance i_ne
minimum distance to the Focus of the ellipse, which is the Sun).

For ease of calculation, all orbits were assumed to be co-_lanar. Cite]es were
used For the orbits of the planets and non-perturbedellipses were used for ;:_e
orbits of the spacecraft.



As a test case, the Hohmann Transfer was run and the resul=s compared with
_e_ iaDle 2those given in a standard astroaynamics textbook (Bates 197i). _ = -

TABLE 2. Comparison of Accepted Values for the Hohmann Transfer Parameters
To Values Predicted By The ELLIPSE Model

Parameter This Paper Accepted Valuea

_ Angle at Earth Departure (deg) .ii 0.00

Angle (e) at Mars Arrival (deg) 179.83 180.00

Zlapsed Time (d) 258.4 _58.9

Speed of Earth (km/s) 29,79 29.78

Speed of Spacecraft Ikm/s) 32..73 32.73

;_FromBates 1971, p 365.

The angle, (e), is the angle De,wean the major axis of the orbit and a llne
,:onnec_ing the Sun and T.he planet. See _igure _.

For this paper, a reasonable orbit was chosen but not oD_imizea. For _his
orbit, the period is 5.0 y and the perihelion distance is .72 AU (the orDita]
radius of Venus). The following r_sults were o_tained"

Parameters calculated for an Earth to Mars transfer with a period of 5.'3:/ana
a perihelion of .72 AU"

Angle (8) at Earth Departure 69.2! deg
Angle (8) at Mars Arrival 102.93 aeg
Ela_sed Time 46.22 d
&V 18.99 - 19._3 = 38._Z km,_

The outbound trip time (elapsed time From Earth to Mars) is qui_e reasonaDie
at 46.2 d, without optimization. For a smaller perihelion, the trip time woula
be less but the LC (although uninhabited except between Earth and Mars) would
pass closer to the Sun, thereby increasing its residual radioactivity.

For the return (inbound) trip, we calculate a requirement of 127 d (see
Figure 2).

The total trip time is:

Total time = A _ 8 + C _ O _ E + F + G

wnere A is the SC trip From Earth orbit to LC#I, accelera_in_ only C1J).

B is the LC#I trip From Earth locale to Mars locale (_6 d).
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C is the SC trip From LC#I to Mars, braking only (! d).

D is the 30 day stay on Mars (30 d).

I E is the SC trip from Mars orbit to LC#2, accelerating only (I d).

i F is the LC#2 trip from Mars locale to Earth locale (127 d).G is the SC trip From LC#2 to Earth orbit, braking only (i d).
!

Outbound time : A + B + C = i + 46 + i : 48 d
Stay on Mars : O = 30 d
Inoound time = E + F + G = 129 d

Total time = 207 d. 207 d

This trip was not optimized. The orbits of Earth and Mars were assumed to be
i circles, in reality, Mars' orbit is significantly elliptical and the minimum

distance between the two planets is less than that between two circles having the
_ame center. The calculated travel time i_ ITT ..i(48 _ 1.29d). If the trip is
_otlmized. we es:imate that this can be reduced by about 15%, to a ,valueof odour
53 d. The _otimlze_ r,ol;al trio zime is then '83d (!53 - 3rl ]), :_r about si:<
_on_ns.

Options

An overriding principle in choosing any of various options is safety.
Redundancy is always desirable for system elements so that a failed component can
be bypassed and its function performed by another component.. The balancing
traits of redundailcy are system complexity and cost.

Using this principle, the LC is designed with three engines, with their
c_l_aoilitysuch that the misslon can De accomplished w_h any two of them.
Similarly, the SC is designed with _wo engines and its mission can De _erformea
with either one alone.

An even more desirable option is to use two SCs, each with a complete crew, and
each able to hold both crews (in case of the failure of one SC) For the limited
required time.

DISCUSSION

Complexit..y..The LC/SC System is complex in that two rendezvous of the
spacecraftare required. However, similar capabilitiesmust be developed for any
large scale space program - with or without human crews.

Fundinq. The LC/SC System also requires a large amount of Funding. However,
_ome of that funding can be amortized by using the LCs For tr_nsDorzing cargo
w_th the Cycler concept.

In general, a manned round trip to Mars is an enormous undertaking and must be
_ufficiently Funded. Several spacecraftand several crews should be used. Even

!0
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if a continuous program of spaceflight to Mars is not envisioned; a single craft
is not a viable option, lt would be better to not attempt the journey I:han to
undertake it with insufficient support.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of an LC/SC transportation system between Earth and Mars is
feasible and results in:

I. A tolerable, long-term radiation DE absorbed by the crew.

2, A relatively fast round trip to Mars for the human crew.

3. A continuous, cyclical program of moving cargo to and from Mars
economicalIy.

4. A possible method of transportationto the outer planets.
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G]ossar,!

AU Astronomical unit (the d.istance,from the Sun to Earth)

CARS Cargo units of the cycler

DE Dose-.equivaIent

GAC Grumman Aerospace Corporation

GCR Galactic cosmic rays

LC Large spacecra#t

LH Liquid hydrogen

NCRP National Council on RadiatiQn Protection and Measurements

PBR Partic'lebed:reactor

SC Sma.lI spacecraft

SCR Solar Cosmic Rays

SEP Solar event particles (which origii'ate from :_olar Particle F.ven_
[SPEs]

SPE Solar particle events

D.efinitions

i. Radioactivity is the disintegration of nuclei together with the emission
of particl'esof radiation. The S.I. unit af Lhe rate af radioactivedecay
is tileBecquerel (c)rCurie in atomic units).

2. Absorbed dose is the radiation energy absorbed per unit mass of absorber
material. The unit is Gray (or Rad).

3. Dose-equivalent (DE) is the product of the quality factor and the dose.
The quality factor is a measure of the effects of different types of
radiation. The DE, therefore, is a measure of the biological damage
caused by various sources of radioactivity. The unit is Sievert (Gr rem).
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